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Industrialism, where would we be without it, is has changed how we work, travel and play, but at what cost, in
order to have such luxuries nature has had to to move a side, as factories where built to house the many
revolutionary mechanics that we still use today. The industrial era is moving in to another generation, but that
should not stop us been a responsible species and help revive nature to it former glory.

So as we plunder through our new cyber life, with our smart phones, laptops, electric cars and bikes, out talking
fridges, yes we take note of them if you didn't you would not be reading this article on my website right now,  but
in order to get where we are today, the human species on the planet as a whole had to deploy and manager some
very major changes. Because of these major changes the environment had encountered a shock to it's ecosystem,
with no sanitisation, smog from burning coal factories, and the decimation of trees by the acre. All this for what? To
have the riches of technologies we have today.  Inspite of the grim outlook, if you looked out of your window right
now, no matter where you where in the world, you would see nature, weather it be a weed, a tree, a flower, a
blade of grass or some fruit or veg, nature is always here by our side. That's the beauty about nature, unlike us as
a species, it does not discriminate.. I have a deep passion for Both worlds, and this passion goes in to my
sculptures, so come with me on a journey to the past, present and future, and be part of history in the making.

ature is a beautiful phenomenon , you see it all around us where ever we go, but don't we take much
notice of our surroundings,  My Sculptures capture just that, taking the essence of nature and exploring
it's foundations against the more human introduction of industrialism. These two beautiful creations
together form a mouth watering , fiber melting creation.

My name is Steven George Clark, and  I create beautiful Wood Sculptures. 
The structure of my creations is an industrial  collision with natures

natural flowing curves and colour,

 I create sculptures that capture the romance between two beautiful 
 phenomenons and allows me to be flexible in the wood species I

choose,   

My mission is to share my passion of two breath taking but diverse
ism's , by creating sculptures that allow my story to be told and share

with you my audience.

Bring the two closer together and work in harmony,
Naturalism vs Industrialism.

Naturalism, Industrialism and I



The cries of a naturalistic object, been swallowed by itself,as sweeping
curvaceous fibres run throughout the body in to the tips of despair  

Broken Wing all started years ago , where I was at the bottom of my
garden, where I kicked a log in the undergrowth, on clearing the debris

away, there lay a long tree trunk, eaten by itself, slow decaying in front of
my eyes.  To some it my look like a decaying  a tree trunk, I saw different.
I saw a spark, a flame  reignite inside of my creative being, that had lay

shut off from the world for some years. 
The to be sculpture was on my work table  in minutes, ready for a new
life, the process started, cleaning away the dead wood, treatment to kill

any bugs rot etc , in order to have any chance of saving this wood.  Time
passed, more carving, sanding chiselling went by, as the seasons started

to change from spring to summer. 

The better weather was here, which allowed work to continue outdoors,
after all this was a big sculpture. 

I got to the point in my design where I was happy, with another treatment,
I was on my way to sanding. 

The sculpture over time took roughly 6 weeks to the point of 90%
completion,  until I went to remove the sculpture from the greenhouse , is
when fate told me, this is not what it was meant to look like, as I caught
the tail on the frame and broke  clean off. You might think to yourself, all
that had grinding , carving  and sanding work, and this happens, at that
point you would sometimes give up... well I didn't even get upset , I saw a

better opportunity, something inside me said this is a message from
nature that you have to finish the job.

I felt humbled that I have this moment to do something that is right, It felt
like when a bird breaks a wing, and you  try and help it,  well that what it

was like for me, this work had to fly, had to fly on the thermals of life. 
That's when the name came to me, Broken Wing, this 70 year old apple

wood, once part of an historical orchard is now living life again. 

Broken Wing



Chesterfield
Back in the 1600, this was a time when the chesterfield sofa

was thought upon, it was actually  originally commissioned by
Lord Philip Stanhope, the fourth Earl of Chesterfield (1694–1773),
which is where the name came , in the same time period, the

start of the industrial revolution started.  This allowed the
chesterfield sofa to take an all new look with extra comfort, it
was in this era when they swapped straw with springs, and

leather buttons that did not sink int to the sofa, which was very
hard to sit for long periods of time , these where sunk. The sofa
was originally  manufactured for gentlemen's clubs and stately
homes of the upper class. Today walking in any room or hotel

reception with a chesterfield, instantly catches the eye.

The Iconic British made sofa, which has made international status is the reason why I
decided to create the chesterfield Sculpture. Celebrate the sofa that came through the
industrial revolution  to the present day. I created Chesterfield with the thought that it has
to be a wood species that will compliments the sofa, a wood species that keeps the
environment with the  element of magic.

Silver Birch, the outer bark is a slightly dark silver, 
with the inner wood a dark brown, like melting 
chocolate,how it mixes with the light colours. The 
outer edges has a nice contrasting light band, to 
separate the front from the back, but to bind the 
whole piece as one. The base I hand carved the 
iconic Chesterfield pattern, in a piece of Oak which 
is part of a pew's from the old Dundee Friary. 
This is supported by the twisted pillars of rebar, 
which endours the whole sculpture . 



Empty Heart
From a sprout to a Snag, the importance of the forest is very much
underestimated. We depend on forests for our survival, from the air we
breathe to the wood we use. Besides providing habitats for animals and
livelihoods for humans, forests also offer watershed protection, prevent
soil erosion and help mitigate climate change. Yes we don't seem to
bother to help ourselves and with living animal's life source . Around 20%
of Australia's forests burnt in the 2019/20 fires, and we all know that
there where other horrific fires in the Amazon, Siberia and more in the
USA and Canada.. Because this issue touch me, and I have so much
passion about it , I created a sculpture that represents all the trees that
where burnt, some even as long a the beginning of the industrial
revolution, and beyond. to represent all the living plants, animal and
firefighter that sadly lost there lives to this tragic event. 

The wood species I used was Rowan. Why Rowan, well main reason
Why I chose Rowan for this. It goes back to ancient times when people
have been planting a Rowan beside their home, because in Celtic 
mythology it’s known as the "Tree of Life " and symbolises courage,
wisdom and protection. The red berries are mean to represent drops of
blood and the colour is meant to be the most protective of colours. There
is of course a well known legend tells us how the Rowan tree is bent
over a fast-flowing river and rescued Thor from being swept away into
the Underworld. 

The wood is strong and resilient, and has, been since ancient times, so
the piece I used came from the same section of the trunk.  The four pieces
represent Courage, Wisdom,Protection and Strength. The two lower parts,
left to right are Strength and Protection, and the upper parts from left to
right are Courage and Wisdom. All four part are equally connected with
Carbon Rebar which gives the sculpture a unique consensus. The beautiful
colours as then melt in to each other with other grains colours rest, giving
the sculpture a nice mixed harmony.  It stands tall on another two smaller
pieces of twisted rebar, then one size slab of Oak, 
, 



Spring
The human species is going through a difficult period right now of an
unknown virus called covid-19 ( SARS-COV2) and has cause a pandemic..
The Serious pressures that individuals, organisations and societies are
facing in this crisis are  without doubt accelerating the fourth Industrial
Revolution. With the need for accelerating biochemicals, cyber  and
technologies. the future is AI (Artificial Intelligence) IOT( the Internet of
Things) and many more, but this all had an impact of everyone's life,
having to isolate, lockdown,  doesn't come with out issues, stress and
anxiety, When I was part of Scotland's lockdown, I was sitting in my
garden one day, and I thought, usually I would be going around seeing
the first lambs, first fouls, calf's, ducklings all been brought in to this
world, the first flowers bursting with colour, but it was not to be, not for
me, nor anyone else.. We where going to miss the year 2020 spring a
whole season vanish. for the first time, the human species where the
ones been held back, and nature looking on as it passed us by, time
waits for no  human. 

Covid-19 gave me a passion a hunger to create a sculpture that one day
will remind me, you, your neighbour, this was the year, that we missed
spring. Some may say so what spring come every year. True is does. but
this year was special, it was the spring equinox, which occurs on
Thursday, March 19, 2020,  which is earlier than it’s been in over a
century! This event marks the astronomical first day of spring in the
Northern Hemisphere.

The wood species I chose for this was burls of European Oak..  the
middle sections of each piece represent Covid-19, which spring has
contained and still carries on with the natural process of spring
unharmed. 

I chose the different shapes of the 3 wood pieces to represent new life,
the beautiful curvaceous lines that glide with the wood fibres all help
together on Pillars of Carbon twisted steel. A base of European oak hold
firm the  most important event in history.
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